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Why consider a mentoring program in your community?
There are many reasons to consider a girls mentoring program in your community. First
of all, girls face the greatest decline in self-esteem when they move from elementary
school to junior high school. For many girls, self esteem never fully recovers to that of
an earlier age when she was eight or nine years old. Secondly, girls change the way in
which they interact with others when the pressures of the outside world, specifically
media, leave lasting impressions on how they should think, act, look and feel in order to
be accepted. Also consider the way in which a pubescent girl starts to view herself after
she witnesses the “male gaze” as described by Andi Zeisler in Feminism and Pop
Culture. She starts to form an opinion that she must be attractive, appealing to the
opposite sex, be an object first and foremost. Indeed, she must be thin and light skinned
in order to be considered conventionally beautiful. According to Friedman, pubescent
girls also change the way in which they speak. At an age of eight or nine, a girl will often
start sentences with “I think,” “I like,” “I know,” and “I feel,” but as they transition into
junior high school, these same girls wait to hear what others say and feel. They
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frequently respond in agreement, or decide to remain silent in order to prevent rejection
and increase the likelihood of being well-liked. Sadly, this results in girls preferring to
silence themselves instead of stating what they believe for fear of being cast out of the
popular crowd. Mentoring programs help girls build confidence at a critical time where
self-esteem is plummeting. Quality mentoring programs teach critical thinking skills and
empower girls to form a tight-knit group where they can develop authentic and genuine
relationships. An authentic and genuine relationship with other girls provides a safety
net where girls can honestly share their feelings, disagree with one-another, and build
their inner strength to use their voice to regain confidence.

What is the purpose of group mentoring as opposed to
individual mentoring?
Group mentoring programs offer an opportunity for individuals to make friends within
their group and collectively identify challenges. Furthermore, the girls discover that they
are not the only ones to have self-doubt, low self-esteem, or concerns about friends,
bullying among other challenges. Group sessions also bring individuals together that
they otherwise may not have known. By having girls interact with others outside of their
own group of friends, they will develop networking skills, break down previous barriers
and feel a part of something greater than themselves. It also provides the participants
with an opportunity to develop authentic relationships with others so they have a great
network of friends prior to the transition into junior high school where friendships tend to
shift and breakdown.

Mission Statement:
Heart-to-Heart is dedicated to helping young girls develop a deeper understanding of
who they are while building strong, positive relationships. Using a character-based
framework to look critically at topics such as media messages, cliques, bullying, peer
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pressure and healthy lifestyle, Heart-to-Heart empowers young girls to love themselves
for who they are.

What is Heart-to-Heart?
“Heart-to-Heart” is a mentoring program in which participants learn life lessons through
group discussions. The activities and group work are lead by trained female mentors
aged fifteen years or older. The mentors act as role models to younger girls aged ten to
thirteen, known as mentees. By using carefully selected activities and engaging group
discussions, there is an opportunity for the mentors to foster inclusion. The mentors
have a positive influence on the mentees and meet for approximately 1 hour per
session for a total of 10 sessions. Heart-to-Heart can also be used as an after school
program, lunch program or as a resource for other youth programs.

This program has many goals. It focuses on fostering inclusion, and building a sense of
belonging with each individual member. During the delivery of the program, not only is
there a sense of inclusion, but often the group becomes a “tight-knit” group able to find
security and comfort in each other, thus increasing the self confidence of everyone. The
mentors will teach the mentees how to resist negative peer pressure, help them to think
critically with regards to negative media messages and address personal health issues
such as saying no tobacco and other drugs.

Goals of the Heart-to-Heart Mentoring Program
Foster inclusion
Build a sense of belonging
Form a “tight-knit” group
Build self-confidence
Develop critical thinking skills
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Who should get involved?
This youth directed mentoring program is suited for females who want to make a
difference in their community and commit themselves to making positive choices, and
are at least fifteen years of age. The mentors need to be committed to listening,
supporting and caring for each mentee involved in the program. By being a mentor, the
lessons learned will work both ways; the mentors in this program will find a deeper
sense of who they are, and see firsthand the positive impact that their time and support
have on the mentees. Also, the lesson plans teach positive messages to all participants,
mentors and mentees alike, and keep both groups keen on being the best they can be.
In order to become a mentor, the individuals go through a 15-hour training course,
outlining the program, the lesson plans, and teaching communication, listening and
other mentoring skills. The time commitment for program delivery is approximately 2
hours per session for 10 sessions: 1 hour for the lesson delivery and 1 hour for
preparation and closing group discussions. As a participating mentor, the future
opportunities are endless. Volunteer commitments to strengthen communities and
support youth can result in scholarship nominations, potential career offers and local
acknowledgment.

How to sponsor the Heart-to-Heart mentoring program in
your community:
Communities are always looking for businesses or individuals to sponsor this fantastic
mentoring program. Each session requires supplies for the participants, a location to
host the activities and every bit helps. Please contact jenny@heart-to-heartmentoring.com if you would like to donate to a local community or organization for their
facilitation of this program.
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How to get your community involved:
We believe in this mentoring program, and we know that all communities can benefit
from its involvement. Please send an email to jenny@heart-to-heart-mentoring.com if
you would like more information on how to get your community involved.
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• Anonymous answers
Icebreakers and team building activities:

Before you get started, meet with the other mentors in your group and revisit the key
concepts you learned in training. Next, collectively plan session 1 and remember your
focus is on structure and engagement, as well as getting to know the mentees. This is
also the time to decide the responsibility that each mentor will have. Each section of this
Mentor’s Guide offers you suggestions and discussion topics. Decide as a group what
you would like to include in your sessions and remember to be flexible and select
activities that suit your group of mentees best. Always try your best to include critical
topics to ensure that the mentees are getting the most out of your sessions.

If you have a large group, split into smaller groups to save time when you see the split
icon:
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Session 1
Getting to know you

“Nothing great was ever
achieved without enthusiasm”
-Emerson
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Session 1
Topic: Getting to know you – Tell me what makes you unique. Tell me about yourself…

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what session 1 will look like.

Today is a critical planning session. Establish the routine with your group that will be
adhered to in each session. Start each session in the same manner to ensure the
mentees know what to expect when they arrive. Begin with a welcome activity, an
icebreaker or team building activity, followed by the session activities and group
discussions. Finally, end with the “quote of the day.”
Welcome activity: How will you introduce the Heart-to-Heart program, the session’s
activities and lesson plan? We suggest that you begin the Heart-to-Heart program by
introducing yourself and then discuss what Heart-to-Heart involves and what the next
few sessions will look like. Consider this introduction:
“Heart-to-Heart is a youth-led mentoring program that is 10 sessions in length.
Some examples of topics that we will discuss include body language, media
messages and respect. Because we will be discussing sensitive issues in a
group setting, one of the most important ground rules is that everything that is
said during Heart-to-Heart stays here. Mentoring is about building relationships
and we hope that through Heart-to-Heart, you as mentees and we as mentors
will develop a strong relationship with one another.”
Discuss expectations and determine ground rules. We suggest you explain “why are we
here” using statements such as:
-

-

We are not here to fix you, to lecture you, or to tell you what is right or wrong
We are here to get to know you as an individual, and to share with you some of
the challenges that lie ahead.
As mentors, we will share some of the strategies we practice to keep friends, to
get involved in our school and communities and of course to stay away from
drugs.
We want everyone to feel “included.”
Can you tell me some things that we could say or do that would make you feel
“excluded”? On a large sheet of paper one of the mentors could write the things
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-

or words that could make someone feel excluded. Then one or more of the
mentors would state: Let’s work to keep these words and actions out of our
discussions, our focus in on Inclusion.
You could keep the large piece of paper and bring it with you each time you meet
with the mentees. If each of the mentors and mentees sign the sheet, it helps
everyone to have more ownership of the program and this leads to success.

This mentor discusses:
-

What does a caring and safe environment looks like

-

Does everyone agree and commit to following these rules and expectations to
ensure a safe and caring environment?

Which mentor will discuss how to build a safe and caring group?

Next, participate in the BAG-OF-ME activity. Each of the mentors could bring 3 items
that are important to them. This might be a picture, a poem, or a memento. With
everyone in one large group, have one or two mentors share what is in their BAG-OFME.
Which mentors will present their BAG OF ME?
When the large group discussion is completed ask the mentees to count off 1-4 and
then have all the 1’s go with one mentor, and all of the 2’s go with another mentor, until
everyone is divided into smaller groups.
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the session 1 worksheet.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity to get to know each
other better? Ask a mentee to offer their favorite getting to know you game. It is
important that the mentees have a voice in the way they spend their time with you. This
initial offering to have them pick a game establishes the fact that this isn’t just “mentor
driven.” If none of the mentees has a game to suggest, you the mentor could have
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some in mind ready to use. There is a list of icebreakers and teambuilding activities
listed in the Appendix.
Activities recommended:
-

THE JELLY BEAN GAME

-

MRS. INTRODUCTION

-

2 TRUTHS & 1 FIB

-

FRIENDLY B-I-N-G-O

Brainstorm other getting to know you activities on the Session 1 worksheet

Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

Session activities: Bring supplies to make bracelets in your smaller groups following the
large group activity. Purchase beads and ribbons, or different colors of thread or plastic
twine to make braided bracelets. Pick the amount of colors you require so that you can
use the color of the bracelets to break the mentees into small groups each session. For
example, if you have 4 mentors leading the program, pick four different colors of
bracelets so that all mentees will be divided each session into four groups with one
mentor as their leader.
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the Session 1 worksheet
Mentor responsible for session activity:

Introduce yourself and compliment each mentee for something you find wonderful or
unique as you join your small group of mentees. Welcoming each mentee to the group
is critical to the success of the program. If the mentees sense favoritism it weakens the
entire group. Focus really hard on being enthusiastic about the fact that each and every
mentee is joining your group.
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Group discussion topic(s): Use conversation starters to ask questions of individuals in
your group. This builds rapport and helps you to get to know each of the mentees in
your group. Conversation starters:
-

Does anyone play sports?

-

What is your favorite subject in school and why?

-

Does anyone play a musical instrument?

-

Does anyone like to paint, draw, write poetry or sing?

-

Do you have any animals? If so, what are their names?

Brainstorm other conversation starters and record them in the Session 1 worksheet
All mentors lead their small group discussions.

Invite the mentees to complete the survey in Appendix 1
Mentor responsible for introducing and handing out the survey:

Make a question box to bring with you to each session. The box needs to be closed and
only have a small opening for folded pieces of paper to be placed inside. It is important
that you introduce the question box on the first session and bring it to every session.
Introduce the question box: Assign one leader to introduce the question box to the large
group. Ask each participant to visit the question box and write something on the piece of
paper provided. It is important that you establish the routine of having the mentees visit
the question box every session so any comments or questions are confidential. If the
participants do not have a question to ask, they can make a comment like “this is fun,”
or “the sky is blue.” After the first session, we recommend that you encourage the
mentees to write a questions pertaining to the session plan.
Have one leader go through the questions before the end of the session. As a large
group, have one leader that is comfortable with the subject matter to discussing the
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questions/comments with the group. Any hurtful comments will not be read to the group.
Bring the question box to every session.
Mentor responsible to create the question box:

Quote of the day: “Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm” – Ralph Waldo
Emerson
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 1
Planning Stage 3: What supplies do you require for the session?
BAG-OF ME

SUPPLIES FOR BRACELETS

FRIENDLY B-I-N-G-O

BRACELETS

THE JELLY BEAN GAME
QUESTION BOX

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 1: Getting to know you
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 1

Activity

Details

Introduction

Mentor responsible:

Welcome activity

Mentor responsible:

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:

Session activities

Mentor responsible:

Small group
discussion topic(s)
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All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussions
Question Box

Mentor responsible to introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“Nothing great was
ever achieved without
enthusiasm” Emerson
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 1, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow-up to Session 1:
The tone is now set for the next several sessions. It is important for each of the mentors
to feel comfortable with their role. As a group, the mentors allow time to talk about what
happened and how prepared they were for the session: being “over-prepared” instead
of “under-prepared” leads to success each and every session.
Think about inclusion. Work at practicing inclusion. Think about your choice of words.
Do your words and actions invite inclusion or are you sending a different message?
When you make eye contact and learn the names of the mentees they will begin to feel
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a part of the group and know that they are valued. Remember, you are not there to
share your exciting adventures from the past weekend. You have a purpose. You are
there to connect with the mentees, to encourage them to make positive choices, and to
invite them to ask questions about how to get involved in their community in a positive
way. The mentees need to talk more than the mentors.
Think about how you are giving feedback. Always use “I” messages. You give
messages by saying, “I think I heard you say… ” “I want you to…” “I felt.” or “I
appreciate it when….”Remember you are asking them to describe their feelings and the
effect the feeling has on each of them. Furthermore, you are asking them to go one step
further and describe their behavior and any change that might be required.
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Session 2
Respect for self and others

“They cannot take away our
self-respect if we do not give it
to them.”
- Gandhi
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Session 2
Topic: Respect – Create an open and safe environment to facilitate group discussions
between the mentors and the mentees. The focus this session is on what respect is,
how you show respect, and how you utilize these skills with your family, friends, and
your peers.
Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 2 will look like.

Remember your focus is on structure and engagement, as well as building a
relationship with the mentees. In the first session, you began with a welcome activity
such as THE JELLY BEAN GAME, BAG-OF-ME, MRS.INTRODUCTION, which was
followed by the group discussion, small group activities and the question box. Lastly,
you shared the quote of the day. Session 2 models this exactly. It is critical that the
mentees are learning what to expect at every Heart-to-Heart session. This routine will
assist in the prevention of mentee disengagement. The mentees will also recognize
your preparedness, or lack of preparedness. Think of a time when you were a part of a
group and the leader seemed not to know what he/she was talking about and looked
unprepared. How did it make you feel? Did you feel valued, or did it feel like a waste of
time? It is not a pleasant feeling.
Decide as a group what you would like to include in your sessions and remember to be
flexible and select activities that suit your group of mentees best. Always try your best to
include critical topics to ensure that the mentees are getting the most out of your
sessions.

Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on respect? We suggest that you
invite the other mentors to share what is in their BAG-OF-ME.
It would be important for a mentor to remind everyone what respect is, and to “be
respectful” of each person when they share. If you have the large poster from Session
1, it is important to post it where all participants can see it. A few discussion points:
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-

Being respectful in this situation means listening, making eye contact, and most
importantly, no putdowns.

-

When you, the mentors, model respect, the mentees are likely to learn even
more about how to show respect

Which mentors will present their BAG-OF-ME?

Which mentor will lead the initial group discussion?
This mentor could discuss:
-

What does a caring and safe environment look like?
Does everyone agree and commit to following these rules and expectations to
ensure a safe and caring environment?

Hand out the colored bracelets to each girl following the group discussion. Have the
mentees divide themselves by asking them to join a group of girls with the same colored
bracelet and one mentor will join one color group.
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?
Brainstorm other ideas and record them on the Session 2 worksheet.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity?
Activities we recommend:
-

Invite the mentees to share what they would have brought in their BAG-OF-ME

-

Screamers

Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in the Session 2
workbook.
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:
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Session activities:
-

While in smaller groups, have the mentees learn how to demonstrate respect.
Ask each mentee to write a note to one girl in their small group (draw names out
of a hat, or ask them to write a note to the girl who’s birthday is closest to hers)
and ask each mentee to write on the note why she respects the other mentee.

-

You could also create a dance to the song made famous by Aretha Franklin,
R-E-S-P-E-C-T.

-

You could explain that one way to show respect to others is to have only one
person talking at a time while others listen. Consider making a TALKING STICK
in your group. You could introduce the TALKING STICK explaining that only the
person holding the talking stick can talk.

-

STEREOTYPES activity. Ask the mentees if they know what a stereotype is.
Write stereotypical descriptions on small cards or on the blackboard/whiteboard.
Ask the mentees why these are considered stereotypes. Also
ask why stereotypes lead to unfair judgments and narrow
views about people. Are they respectful? Why or why not?
Where do stereotypes come from? What is the harm in stereotyping someone or
prejudging them? Have any of the mentees experienced stereotyping?

-

A-LOT OF HOT AIR!

-

BODY IMAGE SCALE: Have the mentees select which cartoon represents their
body image best. Next, ask them to pick which cartoon is the prettiest, ugliest,
the one they would like to be best friends with, and who they would not want as a
friend. Discuss the answers as a group. Are there any consistencies with how
each mentee selected their body type, the prettiest, and ugliest? What about who
they want to befriend or not befriend? It is important to introduce the concept of
self-respect which ultimately means love for self. What happens if a mentee
selected a cartoon with a body type larger then hers to represent her current
body type? It is common for girls to devalue or be overly-critical with their weight
and appearance. It is a critical to bring up we all need to love ourselves, to
nourish our bodies and follow a healthy lifestyle to show ourselves self-respect.
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Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the session 2 worksheet.

All mentors are responsible for the session activity in small groups. If you prefer to keep
the group in one large group, assign a mentor to leading the activity:

Offer the question box to the entire group. Ask each mentee to visit the box.
Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Quote of the day: “They cannot take away our self-respect if we do not give it to them.”
– Mahatma Gandhi
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 2
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
TALKING STICK
STEREOTYPES

A-LOT OF HOT AIR!
BODY IMAGE SCALE

BAG-OF-ME
QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS
ARETHA FRANKLIN “R-E-S-P-E-C-T”

SOMETHING TO PLAY THE SONG ON

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 2: Respect
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 2

Activity

Details

Introduction

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Welcome activity

Mentor responsible:

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:

Session activities

Mentor responsible:

Small group
discussion topic(s)
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All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussions
Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“they cannot take
away our self-respect
if we do not give it to
them.” -Gandhi
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following session 2, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 2:
One of the most important things about Session 2 is that you can begin to see a group
forming. You can begin to see that the mentees are happy to be there, that they feel
safe enough to share something and furthermore that they are looking forward to
returning the next session. It is quite possible that the mentees in the group are starting
to move outside of the clique that they were in upon entering Heart-to-Heart. If this isn’t
happening yet, just give it another session. The TALKING STICK can help keep people
focused. Some groups are quiet; others may have several people who want to talk all
the time. Passing the TALKING STICK around can encourage participation by
everyone in the group. So much depends on the group. Some groups may have a good
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understanding of respect, while others may not. A TALKING STICK can be a tool that
you use to teach respect.
Once again, you, the mentor, were modeling and mentoring. Your topic was showing
respect. You did this by listening to the other mentees and mentors share what was in
their BAG-OF-ME, by getting involved in each activity and by coming prepared. Being
prepared, or “over prepared” is one of the many ways of showing everyone involved that
you value their time and that you are glad they are here. You did this by using “I”
messages. Thanking the person for sharing is just one more way to reinforce how much
you appreciate what they have said. Remember to always make eye contact as well.
If you notice that anyone was trying to put someone else down, hopefully you stopped it.
While it is unlikely that this happened already, be prepared. The mentees are less likely
to putdown something that a mentor is sharing than they are to putdown something
shared by one of their fellow mentees. Should anyone attempt to put someone else
down, it is the responsibility of the mentor to stop the discussion immediately. The
mentor should make it very clear, in a positive way that derogatory remarks are not
acceptable in this setting.
If you didn’t get through all of the activities that you planned save them for next time, or
for the wrap up party at the end. If you have other activities that you want to try feel free,
this is a guide. Don’t hesitate to find other ways to express yourself and still get the
message across.
Did you practice giving positive feedback in a timely manner?
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Session 3
Body language & perception of self

“A real friend is one who walks
in when the rest of the world
walks out.”
- Winchell
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Session 3
Topic: Body language and perception of self – demonstrate the effects of body
language. Body language is sometimes called nonverbal communication. This session
involves the mentors teaching the mentees to be more observant and to understand
what they are saying through their body language.

Remember your focus is on structure and engagement, as well as building a
relationship with the mentees. In the first session and second session, you began with a
welcome activity, group discussion, small group activities and the question box. Lastly,
you shared the quote of the day. Session 3 should model this exactly. It is critical that
the mentees are learning what to expect at every Heart-to-Heart session.

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what session 3 will look like.
Welcome activity: How will you introduce body language? We suggest that you start
with a skit that reinforces the powerful effect of body language. Have all but one of the
mentors standing in a circle as the girls enter the room. The mentor not in the circle
sadly hands out the bracelets and quietly asks the girls to sit down at the front of the
class, facing the mentors. The Mentors do not say hello to any of the mentees, and
instead, give that nasty look, the look that would send any girl to the bottom of the earth,
feeling as though they are not welcome in this group. The mentors talk to each other,
acting as though they are a clique making fun the lonely Mentor, and make fun of makebelieve girls, laughing and stopping to stare at the mentor as the mentees walk in. After
all mentees are seated, the girls snap out of the role play, and break into groups.
Which mentor will be the singled-out and hand out the colored bracelets?
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the Session 3 worksheet.

Next, ask each mentee to join the group that matches the color of her bracelet. Properly
greet the mentees in your group.
Session activities - In small groups, the mentor can discussion the following:
-

How did you feel about what you witnessed when you arrived today?
What was your first impression of the mentors that were in the group/clique?
What was their body language? What did their body language indicate to you?
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-

How did it make you feel?
What do you think it felt like to be the lonely mentor not participating in the
group?
How did the skit affect your feelings? Were you wondering why you came today?
Were you deflated, sad or disappointed?
Does this happen at school, or in the playground?

Ask each mentee to share what they think body language is. Have the girls demonstrate
what one type of body language is, and what it means. See if they can guess what each
other are trying to demonstrate. How does perception play a part in how we feel about
someone else? You can use examples like “she must be nice because she wears nice
clothes” compared to “I want to be friends with Stacey because she is always smiling
and nice to me.”
Ask each mentee to think about how she perceives herself. Is she approachable? Does
she look friendly? Does she look happy, sad, scared, or lonely? How do you recognize
these feelings in others? Why is it important to identify if someone looks sad or scared?
What can you do about it?
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the Session 3 worksheet.
Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity?
Activities we recommend:
-

TWO FOR THE SHOW

-

BODY LANGUAGE CHARADES

-

WHAT AM I REALLY SAYING?

-

SCREAMERS

Brainstorm other icebreakers/team building activities and record them in the Session 3
worksheet.
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

All mentors are responsible for the session activity in small groups. If you prefer to keep
the group in one large group, assign a mentor to leading the activity:
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Offer the question box to the entire group. Ask each mentee to visit the box.
Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day: “A real friend is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks
out.” – Walter Winchell
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 3
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
BRACELETS

QUESTION BOX

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 3: Body Language and Perception of Self
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 3

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Hand-out bracelets

Session activities Small group
discussion

All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussions

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:
Question Box

Mentor responsible to introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“A real friend is on
who walks in when
the rest of the world
walks out.” -Winchell
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 3, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 3:
The mentees are getting to know you better all the time. They were likely quite surprised
when you came in, didn’t welcome them as you always do, and missed out on the
welcome ritual. By modeling behavior that is disrespectful you likely got your message
across and left a lasting impression about how hurtful body language can be. You’ve
tried to make a difference. The mentees have participated in a situation where body
language demonstrates exclusion and hopefully they can now apply that to real-life
situations. Perhaps the mentees recognize their part in body language and situations
similar to the skit you preformed. Congratulate yourself.
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Session 4
Communication & Trust

“If all my friends were to jump
off a bridge, I wouldn’t follow.
I’d be at the bottom to catch
them when they fall.”
- Unknown
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Session 4
Refer back to Session 1, 2 or 3 if you need a reminder about the structure and routine of
your sessions. Because last session started differently, it is important to begin Session
4 following the routine you set out in Session 1 and 2 to restore a routine with the
mentees.

Topic: Communication and trust – Create an atmosphere that empowers the members
to participate, listen and work together for a common goal. The session plan teaches
the mentees how to be an effective team member, and earn the trust of their group
members.
Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 4 will look like.
Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on communication and trust? We
suggest that you begin with the TELEPHONE GAME to showcase how gossip
negatively affects communication and how mentees need to trust that the message she
receives during the game is truthful. You could also begin with a group discussion by
asking the mentees what they think these terms mean: communication, common goal,
trust, honesty, genuine, and authentic.

Which mentor will lead the TELEPHONE GAME/group discussion?
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 4.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity?
Activities we recommend:
-

ELECTRICITY

Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 4.
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Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

Session activities:
-

One of the best games to demonstrate communication and trust is the WHALE
AND PENGUIN GAME. After playing the game, ask the large group of mentees
what they learned about working together? How can communication help you to
complete a task faster and achieve the results you want? Why is it important to
have trust in this game?

-

ELECTRICITY: be sure to tie in how a “false squeeze” cannot be taken back –
once you squeeze someone’s hand, the message is passed on and it can never
be taken back. This is just like a hurtful comment or telling a lie. Once a mentee
says a lie or a mean word, it cannot be taken back.

-

BLIND FOLD ADVENTURE

-

SISTER’S TRUST

-

HUMAN KNOT GAME

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 4.
Which mentor is in charge of leading the session activities?

Group Discussion: Following the session activities, ask all of the mentees to participate
in a large group discussion. You could discuss the following topics:
-

How does a person become trust worthy?

-

What are all of the types of communication?

-

Is there a greater chance for misinterpretation if you communicate using text
messages, social media, and/or face to face?

-

How are your relationships with others at risk when you participate in
communication via texting, social media, etc.

-

Why is it important to build trust and communicate honestly?
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-

What are some ways you can apologize to someone if you have hurt their
feelings or broken their trust?

You could also brainstorm scenarios that the group of mentees will need to solve:
-

The girl that you have always thought of as one of your best friends did not invite
you to go for pizza with the rest of your group of friends this weekend.

-

You are struggling with a science problem and you do not feel comfortable
asking your teacher for help.

-

One of your friends is stealing candy bars from the store.

-

Your family is talking about moving away.

-

You think a friend forwarded on one of your text messages that you did not
intend on having anyone else read.

*** One major change that may happen as the mentees transition into junior high school
is that she may feel it easier to agree with others instead of forming her own opinion.
She may struggle to voice her feelings and concerns with friends, family members, and
peers. What are some strategies that you can offer the mentees to consider if they start
to feel uncomfortable voicing their thoughts and feelings? ***
We recommend that you discuss the importance of self-reflection and the practice of
journaling. You may consider providing each mentee with a journal. Each mentee could
decorate the cover of her personal journal. As a ritual following today’s session, you
could set aside 5 minutes of each session for journaling and self reflection. This practice
will offer the mentees a private way to write how they think or fee. Encourage them to
write about anything they choose without the fear of being excluded, bullied, or rejected.
Give the mentees the choice to keep her entries private or share them with the group.
Some mentoring groups have decided to ask the mentors not to put their name on the
journal, and let the mentees know that the journals will be read and a response will be
written by a mentor after each session. Other groups have decided to leave the journals
unread and the mentee chooses whether or not their entry is to be shared. The choice
is yours, but be sure to inform the mentees whether the journals will be read by a third
party.
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If an entries are read by a mentor and they describe a situation and/or a potential
danger to the mentee or to others, the information must be reported an adult. You are
trained as a mentor but not trained in incidences of abuse. If a mentee writes that she is
being abused or harming herself or others, you must tell an adult, preferably the
adult/teacher that is in charge of the mentoring program. It is important that you tell the
mentee that you cannot keep this a secret, and that you applaud her courage to writing
her feelings and experiences.
If the mentors are choosing to respond to the journal entries, these mentors should do
their best to respond positively, in a non-judgmental fashion, and refrain from asking
questions. We also encourage that the mentor who responds includes her name, just in
case the mentee wants to discuss this further in person, or through the journal.
Mentor responsible to lead group discussion:
Mentor responsible to purchase/obtain journals for mentees:
Mentor responsible to introduce the journal of reflection:
Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect the journal of reflection:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day: “If all my friends were to jump off a bridge, I wouldn’t follow. I’d be at
the bottom to catch them when they fall.” – Unknown
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 4
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
BLIND FOLDS

CHAIRS/FOAM SQUARES FOR WHALE AND PENGUIN GAME

STOP WATCH, BELL/SQUEEZE TOY/COIN FOR ELECTRICITY
QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

JOURNALS AND CRAFTS TO DECORATE

JOURNAL

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 4: Communication and Trust
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 4

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:

Session activities

Mentor responsible:

Large group
discussion topic(s)

Mentor responsible:
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Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to introduce the journal of reflection:
Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“if all my friends were
to jump off a bridge, I
wouldn’t follow. I’d be
at the bottom to catch
them when they fall.”
-Unknown

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 4, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 4:
There are a great number of topics that you can connect. You have covered respect,
communication, and trust. Hopefully you included strategies that the mentees can use
to have courage to say how they feel or express themselves without fearing rejection
and being unpopular. It is extremely important that you model this behavior as well. You
may consider spending 5 minutes per day journaling your own thoughts and feelings to
ensure that you practice self-reflection. You will be surprised by how helpful it is to
journal your feelings on a daily basis and revisit your entries at a later date.
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Try to minimize the number of questions that you ask each session that could be
answered with a simple yes or no. Try to focus on open-ended questions. Instead of
asking “do you trust your friend,” ask “if you were going to a movie, could you trust
Latisha as someone that you could not only go with, but return home with safely?” or “if
you are not sure how to answer a math question, could you trust Jackie to give you
help?”
Did you practice giving positive feedback in a timely manner?
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Session 5
Media Messages

“Beauty is not in the
face; beauty is a light in
the heart.”
-Gilbran
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Session 5
Follow the routine.
Topic: Media Messages – To facilitate group discussions regarding the type of media
messages the mentees are faced with. In this session, the mentees learn how media
messages both positively and negatively affect their beliefs, values and self-image.
Planning Stage: Getting organized and deciding what Session 5 will look like
Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on media? We suggest that you
bring magazines, glue sticks, scissors and construction paper to begin the lesson with
an introduction on critical thinking skills. Discover what the mentees think about media,
how it makes them feel about themselves and others. How do they define media? Do
the messages in media influence their decisions on what is beautiful, what is “popular,”
and what is “normal” behavior?
You could share some information on how many of media messages are targeted at
their age group (10-12 years old) and how many of these messages include thin,
conventionally beautiful, able-bodied Caucasian individuals. Why is this significant?
Using magazines have the group of mentees go through the pages and discuss what
the message of an advertisement or article is. Some questions you can ask are:
-

How does this picture relate to you?
Does it give you a positive feeling about yourself? Why or why not?
What does this advertisement do to shape your ideas about men, women,
families, different ethnicities, and beauty?
Do advertisements such as these impact your decisions to purchase clothes,
chose your friends or your hobbies? Why?
What other aspects of media other than advertisements share this same
message?

Which mentor will lead the welcome activity and group discussion?
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?
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Session activities:
You could divide the mentees into smaller groups based on the color of their bracelets.
In small groups describe the Self-Image Portrait activity. While the mentees are creating
their self-image portrait, you could discuss the following topics:
-

Why is it important to think critically about the underlying messages in
advertisements, songs, music videos, television shows, movies, and articles?
Do you sometimes feel that you are only to be looked at and critiqued, and not to
be heard, taken seriously or respected?
What can you do to surround yourself with positive media messages? Can you
give me some examples of positive media messages?
We cannot avoid negative media messages because they are everywhere. What
can we do to teach others about their negative messages?
Did you know that media includes social networking websites? It is important to
introduce social media and the risks and benefits associated with it. What are
some ideas the mentees have about social media? Address dangers associated
with social media and stress the importance that a parent or guardian has access
to the mentee’s social media accounts.

Put the collages on display within your small groups. Ask each mentee to observe what
the other members of her group created. Invite the mentees to share one thing they
learned about themselves after completing this activity, and one thing they learned
about a member of their group.
Make an effort to thank each participant for something she said, demonstrated or
assisted with during the activity, using their name!
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 5.
All mentors are responsible for leading the small group discussion and activity.

Have all mentees come together in one large group. Introduce the “Dove-Evolution”
commercial. What message do the mentees get from this video? Did they know that
almost all of the images presented in media are “constructed” like this? Is this type of
beauty achievable in the real world by real women? Why or why not? Consider revisiting
the body image scale you discussed in session 3. Did the mentees change their mind
about which cartoon is the prettiest, ugliest, most like her body type?
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*** At this point in the program, you have built a relationship with the mentees. It is
critical that you revisit past discussions and activities to determine if the mentees are
gaining self-esteem and critically assessing how they view themselves. Remember that
it is common for girls to devalue or be over-critical with their weight and appearance.
The media in today’s society plays a major role in diminishing a girl’s self-esteem and
promoting a limited view of what beauty is. Try to find images, videos, songs or
advertisements that are positive representations of beauty, uniqueness, women as
something other than an object, and share these with the mentees. Can they determine
why these are considered positive examples? Do they have any examples to discuss?
***
You may want to offer the mentees to bring a positive example and share it with the
group during the next session.
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in the worksheet 5.
Which mentor will lead this group discussion?

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity? Look at the appendix
for activities that will get everyone involved.
Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 5:
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals of reflection:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
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Quote of the day: “Beauty is not in the face; beauty is a light in the heart.” – Kahlil
Gilbran
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 5
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
MAGAZINES/SCISSORS/GLUE/PAPER FOR SELF-IMAGE PORTRAIT
ACCESS TO SHOW THE DOVE-REVOLUTION VIDEO
JOURNALS

QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 5: Media Messages
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely, include
all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will be the
tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group members.
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Session 5

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Session activities –
small group
discussion

All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussions

Large group
discussion topic(s)

Mentor responsible:

Icebreaker/
Team building

Mentor responsible:
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Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“Beauty is not in the
face; beauty is a light
in the heart.”
- Gilbran
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 5, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 5:
You have now had the opportunity to see firsthand how the mentees view themselves
through media. Use this opportunity to cater to the mentees needs, in regards to self
esteem and positive image. Hopefully you offered the mentees an opportunity to write in
their journals for 5 minutes for self reflection. Did you write in your journal, or have other
moments of self reflection? Practicing what you preach is a key to be a successful
mentor. Your mentoring group should keep one another accountable to “walk the talk”
and to participate in self reflection on a daily basis.
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Session 6
Peer Pressure

“Follow your heart, but be
quiet for a while first. Ask
questions, then feel the
answer. Learn to trust your
heart.”
- Buechner
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Session 6
Follow the routine.
Topic: Peer Pressure – To use real-life scenarios and discuss the challenges that face
young girls today. The mentees will gain knowledge and awareness on peer pressure.
The lesson plan will teach a mentee what peer pressure is, how to deal with it, and how
to utilize these skills with her friends.

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 6 will look like.
Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on peer pressure? Remember to
follow up from Session 5 - did any of the mentees want to bring a positive example of
media? Invite them to share it with the group.
We suggest that you begin the peer pressure session with a group discussion on what
peer pressure is, what it looks like, and invite the mentees to share an example of peer
pressure.
It is critical to explain the importance of making positive choices and how to act as an
individual. Remember that girls tend to become more agreeable as they enter
adolescence because they are afraid of rejection or that they will be considered
impolite. Girls can feel more inclined to go along with something that does not feel
“good” or safe just for the sake of being accepted into a group of friends. This is the type
of pattern we hope to change through this mentoring program, specifically during this
peer pressure session. A few discussion points:
-

Why would someone give into peer pressure?
Why is it difficult to stand up for what you believe in?
How can someone cope with peer pressure?
Where can peer pressure occur? Everywhere! Be sure to bring up social media
and social networking once again.
Remind the mentees that no one can force them to do anything, so it is up to
them to make a personal choice

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 6.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?
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Session activities should be done in one large group:
-

THE POPCORN GAME

-

THE JELLY BEAN GAME: After the jelly bean game, the mentor should explain
that they were exerting peer pressure to get each mentee to make an incorrect
choice. Are the mentees surprised that the mentors they trust and respect are
trying to lead them astray? Why is it important that a mentee
listens to her own inner voice, even when someone she trusts is
asking her to make a different choice? Ultimately, it is important
that we trust and respect others, but we also have to trust ourselves and our own
good judgment.

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 6.
Mentor responsible for leading the session activities:

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity? Look at the Appendix
for activities that will get everyone involved.
Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 6.
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals of self reflection:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
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Quote of the day: “Follow your heart, but be quiet for a while first. Ask questions, then
feel the answer. Learn to trust your heart.” – Carl W. Buechner
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 6
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
BIG BOWL/POPCORN/POPCORN ROLE CARDS
JELLY BEANS FOR JELLY BEAN GAME
JOURNALS

QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 6: Peer Pressure
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely, include
all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will be the
tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group members.
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Session 6

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Session activities –
One large group

Mentor responsible:

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:
Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:

Quote of the day

Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
“Follow your heart, but
be quiet for a while
first. Ask questions,
then feel the answer.
Learn to trust your
heart.” - Buechner
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Collect Bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 6, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 6:
This session’s activities are an effective way to reinforce the message that you have
been trying to get across during the past sessions. You have been building trust,
respect, and friendship with the group, and the mentees are respecting, trusting and
building friendships with one another. You lead them astray and tried to get the mentees
to listen to you instead of their inner voice. How did you feel about pressuring them? It is
not easy, nor does it feel positive; however, it leaves a lasting impression with the
mentees that they need to trust their inner voice above all else. Teaching a mentee to
trust her own good judgment will build her confidence and connect her with her inner
voice.
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*** Session 7 involves discussions regarding healthy relationships with boys, girls, and
parents and evaluating sexuality. Not all of the topics and activities may be suitable for
your mentees or the organization you are mentoring. Please discuss the contents of
Session 7 with those in charge of the program prior to preparing for your outline. ***
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Session 7
Healthy relationships

“Have a heart that never hardens,
and a temper that never tires, and
a touch that never hurts.”
-Dickens
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Session 7
Follow the routine.
Topic: Healthy relationships – Defining what it means to have a healthy relationship with
boys, girls, and evaluating womanhood.
*** Depending on your organization, or your group of mentees, some of the topics in this
session may not be appropriate. Please verify your outline of Session 7 with those in
charge before you deliver the session to ensure that everyone is comfortable with what
you will be discussing. ***

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 7 will look like.
Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on healthy relationships? You can
tie this session topic into previous sessions that discussed respect, media madness and
peer pressure. A few discussion points to consider are:
-

-

Respect: mentees should have respect for themselves and for others, regardless
of gender.
Media messages: how does media portray relationships between men and
women, women and women, between parents, and families in general?
Peer pressure: A girl may be pressured into lying to her parents, pressured into
participating in an act with another individual that she is not comfortable with, and
pressured to gossip or betray a friend.
Sexuality: pressured to remain quiet about being a homosexual.

Just as you prepared for the media madness session, you could find positive and
negative examples of healthy relationships. Ask the mentees to categorize your
examples and invite them explain why they think it is a positive or negative example.
Some examples to look for are:
-

A man and woman posing in an advertisement. It is difficult to tell if the women
and men are embracing, or if the man is dominating the woman
Young girls wearing very minimal clothing surround by other women or men
A happy family with two heterosexual parents and children
A happy family with same-sex parents
Interracial couple
Same-sex couple
A child watching his/her parents argue
A child hugging an adult
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-

An older boy putting his hand on her shoulder

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 7.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?

Session activities in small groups:
-

PICTURE PERFECT

-

FUTURE WISH

-

ANNONYMOUS ANNIE

-

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

-

CREATIVE CARDS

-

SETTING PERSONAL BOUNDARIES

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 7.
All mentors are responsible for the session activity in small groups.

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity? Look at the Appendix
for activities that will get everyone involved.
Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 7.
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
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Quote of the day: “Have a heart that never hardens, and a temper that never tires, and
a touch that never hurts.” – Charles Dickens
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
*** You may want to delegate one mentor to investigate organizations that are available
24 hours a day to aid youth facing challenges. Bring this information with you to the
session. Perhaps you can put the information on mini cards and give one to each
mentee as they leave the session. ***
Be prepared for mentees that express attraction to other girls. She may be concerned
that something is wrong with her. Encourage her to speak with you, or another mentor
about it and offer her support through organizations that specialize in this area. In the
appendix you will find conversation starters and discussion ideas to support you in your
discussion with this mentee.
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WORKSHEET 7
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
COLORED PENS/FELTS/CRAYONS/PAPER FOR PICTURE PERFECT/CREATIVE
CARDS
PAPER/PENCILS FOR ANNOYMOUS ANNIE
WHAT WOULD YOU DO SITUATION CARDS
YOUTH HOT LINE CARDS
JOURNALS

QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 7: Healthy Relationships
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members. Remember to have the outline verified before you execute the session with
the mentees.
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Session 7

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Session activities –
Small group

All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussion

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:
Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:

Quote of the day

Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
“Have a heart that
never hardens, and a
temper that never
tires, and a touch that
never hurts.”- Dickens
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Mentor responsible:

Organizations
available to youth
24 hours a day, 7
days a week

Collect Bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 7, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 7:
Discussing healthy relationships is difficult given that it is a sensitive subject. Depending
on your group of mentees, some mentees may have already experienced challenges
with their family, friends, and boys/men. Remember to be considerate and respectful
when mentees are sharing their thoughts, views, and opinions. If the mentees have
more questions following this session, please share other organizations that can assist
them in case they require support immediately or in the future. Lastly, you are trained
mentors but not trained to assist with incidences of abuse. If a mentee tells you that
they are being abused you must report it to an adult, preferably the adult that is in
charge of the mentoring program. It is important that you tell the mentee that you cannot
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keep her abuse a secret and that you applaud her courage to report it to someone she
trusts.
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Session 8
Responsible decisions regarding tobacco &
other drugs

“Good habits, once
established are just as hard to
break as bad habits.”
- Puller
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Session 8
Follow the routine.
Topic: Responsible decisions regarding tobacco and other drugs – To facilitate safe and
open group discussions between the mentors and the mentees about tobacco and drug
use. The session involves activities and discussions that teach the mentees about
cigarettes. The mentors will give up-to-date statistics and examples of the effects of
using tobacco and drugs.

*** This session focuses mainly on tobacco use. If you are a smoker, it is best not to
smoke before leading the session and your personal choice to smoke should remain
private. Remember that you are a role-model. It is nearly impossible to get the smell of
smoke off your clothes, skin and hair. It could also be possible that you live in a smoking
household. Consider bringing a change of clothes and leaving them at a separate
location when you are delivering Heart-to-Heart so you do not smell like smoke. ***

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 8 will look like.
Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on responsible decision making?
We suggest that you begin with a poster or a “Giant Cigarette” that you make ahead of
time to showcase all of the chemicals that make up a cigarette (see appendix on how to
make a giant cigarette prop). Some cultural traditions and religions involve smoking.
Remember from Session 1 that you are not here to tell the mentees what is “right” or
“wrong,” you are here to teach them about what is in a cigarette and not offer your
opinion on the act of smoking. Consider the trauma to a mentee if you say that smoking
is “wrong” and her parent smokes cigarettes. Your role as a mentor is to inform and
support the mentees in learning about responsible decision making.
-

Ask each mentee to remove a “chemical” out of the giant cigarette prop and read
the ingredients with the entire group.
Are the mentees surprised by all of the ingredients of a cigarette?
Has a mentee ever been offered a cigarette? Did she try it? Why or why not?
Discuss the importance of making decisions that feel “good” to the mentee, and
not giving in to peer pressure.
What makes cigarettes addicting?
What does addiction mean?

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 8.
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Mentor responsible for welcome activity:
Mentor(s) responsible for creating giant cigarette prop (appendix):

Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?

Session activities in small groups:
-

NO SMOKING MY WAY

-

STRAW JOG – Be sure to consult with the mentees and ask if anyone of them
have asthma or other respiratory conditions. If they do, ask them to run the laps
without the straw.

-

SAYING “NO” TO TOBACCO AND OTHER DRUG ROLE-PLAY SCENARIOS
Discussion topics while in small groups:

-

What do you think about smoking?

-

Does anyone here smoke?

-

How many people that you know smoke?

-

What messages does media portray regarding smoking, alcohol, and drug use?

-

How does peer pressure relate to smoking cigarettes or trying a drug?

-

Some people believe that smoking is a bad habit. What are some examples of
healthy habits?

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 8.
All mentors are responsible for the session activity in small groups.

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity? Look at the Appendix
for activities that will get everyone involved.
Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 8.
Icebreaker/Team building activity:
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Mentor responsible for activity:

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day: “Good habits, once established are just as hard to break as bad
habits.” – Robert Puller
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 8
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
GIANT CIGARETTE AND CONTENTS

STRAWS

ROLE-PLAY CARDS
MAGAZINES/GLUE/SCISSORS/POSTER PAPER FOR NO SMOKING MY WAY
JOURNALS

QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 8: Responsible decisions regarding tobacco and other drugs
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.

Session 8

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Session activities –
Small group
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All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussion

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:
Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“Good habits, once
established are just as
hard to break as bad
habits.” - Puller
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 8, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to session 8:
The main message here is for the mentees to make healthy and responsible decisions.
So many youth who begin to use tobacco do not see themselves using tobacco when
they are older and think they can quit anytime. They do not seem to understand that the
use of cigarettes is addictive and that when most people do eventually quit, they have
likely made at least 7 attempts before actually quitting. The other important message
here is that 81% of the people are not using tobacco products. So if a mentee is a part
of a group of friends and everyone is smoking but her. The habit of those in her group is
“not the norm” and therefore, the mentee can decide whether she wants to smoke or
remain a non-smoker. Some of the mentees may have parents who smoke;
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furthermore, some cultures use tobacco as part of ceremonial rituals. As a mentor it is
important to be sensitive to the mentees. Be careful not to criticize individuals who use
tobacco, instead, put the emphasis on making the decision, not to start using tobacco
products, which in many instances are addictive.
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Session 9
Bullying

“Never be bullied into silence.
Never allow yourself to be made
a victim. Accept no one’s
definition of your life,
but define yourself.”
- Firestone
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Session 9
Follow the routine.
Topic: Bullying – Create awareness on the negative effects of bullying using group
discussions and role-playing. The lesson plan in this unit will teach the mentees how to
recognize who the bully, bullied and bystanders are, and each mentee will practice how
to stand-up to a bully.
*** Cyber bullying is a growing concern among youth. You may consider putting
together a poster of a fake social network account as outlined in the activity “Friend
versus Foe” in the Appendix. Be sure to include status updates, “likes” and comments
that are inclusive on the “Friend”, and exclusive on the “Foe.” Ask the mentees if any of
them have accounts to these various websites. What are some of the dangers with
these public websites? What happens if they are getting bullied online? What are some
strategies to deal with cyber bullying? Come prepared with answers to these questions
and be ready to talk about all of the different ways bullying occurs, considering the
internet and the increasing use of instant messaging.

Planning Stage: Get organized. Decide what Session 9 will look like.

Welcome activity: How will you introduce this session on bullying? Most likely, the
mentees have already had some group work regarding bullying. This session will focus
on all different forms of bullying that face youth today such as cyber bullying, texting,
and face-to-face bullying.
Remind the mentees of your discussion previously about social media during media
madness in Session 5 and healthy relationships in Session 7. Invite the mentees to
make the links between bullying and media, and bullying and healthy relationships:
-

-

Media includes social networking sites. Although it seems harmless to “be-friend”
someone online, it can lead to cyber-bullying among other dangers. Do the
mentees know how to change their account settings?
Why is it important to keep emails, messages, and posts that contain bullying
content?
Why should a parent or guardian have access to the mentee’s account?
What do healthy relationships have to do with bullying?

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 9.
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Mentor responsible for welcome activity:
Which mentor will hand out colored bracelets?

Session activities in small groups:
-

Discuss examples of different forms of bullying.

-

Indentify who a bully is, a bystander, and a victim.

-

Why is creating a “fake” account a form of bullying?

-

How can “updates,” “likes,” “pokes,” “tags,” “tweets,” and “posts,” become tools of
bullying? How do these online tools facilitate inclusion? Exclusion?

-

FRIEND VERSUS FOE activity: Present the two examples of a social media site
you prepared ahead of time. One example is a positive and healthy
representation, the other an example of bullying. Ask the mentees to identify the
differences between the two examples and categorize them as “friend” and “foe.”

-

BULLYING SCENARIOS AND ROLE-PLAY

-

FREEZE TAG

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 9.
All mentors are responsible for the session activity in small groups.

Icebreaker/Team building activity: Do you need another activity? Look at the appendix
for activities that will get everyone involved.
Brainstorm other icebreaker/team building activities and record them in worksheet 9.

Icebreaker/Team building activity:
Mentor responsible for activity:
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Group discussion: Discuss strategies in one large group. These include:
-

Walk away. If you are not there to receive the criticism, the bully cannot harass
you. Your own personal safety is critical.

-

Adopt the buddy system. As a bystander, if you witness an individual being
bullied, get as many friends together to approach the bully and victim and ask the
victim to join your group. Get an adult informed and involved. Tell the bully that
his/her actions are not respectful and walk away with your group of friends. If you
help someone who is being bullied, he/she is more inclined to help you if you are
being bullied in the future.

-

Tell an adult, a mentor, or a peer when you are not being treated respectfully.

-

Never get rid of messages, emails, texts, or posts that are disrespectful. Keep a
record of all messages and give them to an adult you trust.

Also discuss what the mentees experience in their daily lives:
-

Do you experience bullying or cliques? Where? What can you do to make a
positive impact?

-

Do you ever feel embarrassed, angry, scared, confused, sad, and picked-on?
When do you feel this way? What can we do as a group to help you with these
feelings?

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
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Quote of the day: “Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a
victim. Accept no one’s definition of your life, but define yourself.” –
Harvey S. Firestone
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 9
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
FRIEND VERSUS FOE POSTER – TO BRING FOR GROUP DISCUSSION
BULLYING ROLE-PLAY CARDS

JOURNALS

QUESTION BOX

BRACELETS

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 9: Bullying
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 9

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Session activities –
Small group

All mentors are responsible to lead their
small group discussion

Icebreaker/
Team building
Mentor responsible:

Large group
discussion topic(s)
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Mentor responsible:
Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible to hand-out and collect journals:

Question Box

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

Mentor responsible to answer the questions:
“Never be bullied into
silence. Never allow
yourself to be made a
victim. Accept no
one’s definition of
your life, but define
yourself.” -Firestone
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 9, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. How can you build on this for the next session?

3. What could have been better?

4. How can you improve on this for the next session?

5. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

6. Did you give feedback to the other mentors in your group and to the mentees? It is
important to give positive feedback and to do it in a timely manner. Do not wait too long
or you will miss the opportunity to have an impact.

Follow up to Session 9:
Bullying hurts. Some of the mentees may have described their experiences being the
bully, victim, and bystander. Continue to encourage the mentees to have the courage to
report bullying.
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Session 10
Celebration/Wrap-up Party

“Only a life lived for others is
worth living.”
- Einstein
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Session 10
Topic: Celebration/Wrap-up Party – Recapture the lessons learned in the previous
sessions, and celebrate the accomplishments of the group.
Planning Stage: Getting organized and deciding how you will celebrate the mentees
and wrap-up the Heart-to-Heart mentoring program
Welcome activity: Consider bringing snacks and having a “party” including music and
activities that deepen the relationship between the mentees.
We suggest a wrap-up activity like the Power of Flowers (Appendix). Ensure that all
mentors and mentees visit each flower and fill-out a petal for each mentee and mentor.
Encourage the mentees to write comments that are character-based as opposed to
appearance based. This means avoiding statements like “I think you are pretty and
nice” and promoting statements like “I value your courage to offer your opinion and your
thoughtful ideas.”
Ask each mentee to answer the following questions anonymously on mini cards
(appendix):
-

What is one thing that surprised you about Heart-to-Heart?
What is one thing you learned about yourself?
What is one thing you would change in Heart-to-Heart?
What is one wish you have for the future?

Invite the mentees to fill out the post mentoring questionnaire (appendix)
Ask the mentees what their favorite games were and consider playing them during this
wrap-up session.
Other activities to include in the celebration/wrap-up party include:
-

Create a spa day where the mentees will get their nails painted and/or hair styled
Pizza party
Make friendship bracelets
Create a Heart-to-Heart dance and teach it to the mentees. Practice to your
favorite song and dance, dance, dance!

Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 10.
Mentor responsible for welcome activity:
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Session activities:
Brainstorm other ideas and record them in worksheet 10.
Mentor responsible to hand-out journals of self reflection:
***Do not collect the journals! The mentees get to keep their journals of reflection.
Encourage them to continue their practice of journaling their thoughts, feelings and
opinions every day for a minimum of 5 minutes***

Mentor responsible to re-introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day: “Only a life lived for others is worth living.” – Albert Einstein
Alternate/additional quote:
Mentor responsible for quote:
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WORKSHEET 10
Planning Stage: What supplies do you require for the session?
QUESTIONS/MINI CARDS

POST HEART-TO-HEART SURVEY

REMEMBER TO HAND OUT THE JOURNALS AND BRACELETS, WITHOUT
COLLECTING THEM AT THE END OF THE SESSION

Mentor responsible for gathering and bringing supplies listed above:

Session 10: Celebration/wrap-up
Official schedule of activities following the planning session: Fill out completely,
including all important information needed to be discussed/executed. This schedule will
be the tool that all mentors can use to know their role and the roles of their group
members.
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Session 10

Activity

Details

Welcome activity

Hand-out bracelets

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:
Do not collect bracelets. Mentees get to
keep one bracelet as a keep-sake.

Session activity 1

Mentor responsible:

Session activity 2

Mentor responsible:

Session activity 3

Mentor responsible:
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Session activity 4

Journal of self
reflection

Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible to hand-out journals:
Do not collect journals! Mentees get to keep their journal of self
reflection!

Question Box

Mentor responsible to introduce the question box:
Mentor responsible to answer the questions:

Quote of the day

Collect Bracelets

“Only a life lived for
others is worth living.”
- Einstein
Mentor responsible:
Mentor responsible:

Notes:
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Immediately following Session 10, all mentors need to meet to debrief and evaluate the
session. When you reflect on the session, answer the questions below as a group:
1. What worked well?
2. Out of all the sessions you hosted, which did you find to be the most effective? How
do you know it left the biggest impression?

3. Which session was the least effective? How do you know? Now that you have time to
reflect, what could you do to improve this session?

4. Did any situation arise that your mentoring team would need help with? Yes or no? If
yes, who can help you with this?

5. Express what you learned about yourself by being a Heart-to-Heart mentor.
Compliment each mentor on one attribute of their leadership skills.
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Congratulations! You have successfully completed the Heart-to-Heart mentoring
program. Delivering the Heart-to-Heart mentoring program placed high expectations on
you as a mentor. You were willing to walk the talk. You made a major difference in the
lives of young girls and hopefully gained self-esteem, improved on your leadership skills
and walk away feeling more confident. If you are interested in becoming a Heart-toHeart Facilitator and teaching other individuals how to mentor, please email
jenny@heart-to-heart-mentoring.com for more information.
Any and all feedback is welcomed via email: jenny@heart-to-heart-mentoring.com
Did you add new games that we did not include in this program? Please send us your
ideas and game instructions to jenny@heart-to-heart-mentoring.com
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APPENDIX
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Appendix:
Split icon: Break the large group into smaller groups if time is limited.

Session 1: Introduction to program – Getting to know you
Activities:

BAG-OF ME:
Each leader brings 3 items that describe her or are important to her. This might be a
picture, a poem, or a memento. With everyone in one large group, have one or two
leaders share what is in their bag of me.

THE JELLY BEAN GAME:
Take a large jar or bag of jellybeans, and offer to each participant. The only two rules
are for each mentee to take as many as they would like to and to not eat them yet. The
participants will have an opportunity to eat them later.
Once everyone in the group has their jellybeans, introduce the game:
For each jellybean taken, the participant must share something about themselves with
the group. If the participant runs out of ideas, have the members take turns asking them
questions until they get through their jellybeans.
The leader will model the activity by starting with their jellybeans first. Give information
on what sports you like, what your favorite songs, colors or TV shows you like, anything
that will make all participants comfortable.
Modifications: No Jellybeans? Use pieces of paper or paperclips instead.
Not enough time? Have everyone choose between 3 and 5 pieces.

2 TRUTHS & 1 FIB
Each group member needs to come up with 2 things about themselves that are TRUE,
and one that is a fib. The more realistic, the better! The leader will model the activity by
giving all three statements, and the rest of the group tries to guess which two
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statements are true, and which one is a fib. The group member who guesses correctly,
goes next. Continue the game until each person’s statements have been guessed.

FRIENDLY B-I-N-G-O

Each member of the group will have a copy of the B-I-N-G-O board, and needs to fill out
one, two or three lines in any direction. In order to fill the square, they need to find
someone in the room that fits in the square. Group members can only ask one question
at a time, and if the person says “No” then they have to ask a different group member
another question, once they answer a question asked by the group member.
If the person says “yes” then they write the person’s name in the box and answer a
question before moving on. Example: “Latisha, do you have 3 pets at home?” If Latisha
says “Yes” then you put Latisha under that clue in the box. If Latisha says “No” then you
answer Latisha’s question and then ask the next member another question: “Mova, do
you love to dance?” and so on. The first person to fill out one, two or three lines wins!
It’s a race, so group members need to work as fast as they can!
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MRS.INTRODUCTION
Form groups of 2. One member will be the “interviewer” and will ask their partner
questions about their hobbies, likes and dislikes. She will present to the group,
introducing her partner, and saying the things that she learned about her partner. The
partners switch roles and repeat. This exercise is great practice for listening skills and
building confidence to speak in front of the group. Ensure both partners are standing
when they introduce each other to the large group.

QUESTION BOX
Make a question box to bring with you to each session. The box needs to be closed and
only have a small opening for folded pieces of paper to be placed inside. It is important
that you introduce the question box on the first session and bring it to every session.
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Introduce the question box: Assign one leader to introduce the question box to the large
group. Ask each participant to visit the question box and write something on the piece of
paper provided. It is important that you establish the routine of having the mentees visit
the question box every session so any comments or questions are confidential. If the
participants do not have a question to ask, they can make a comment like “this is fun,”
or “the sky is blue.”After a few sessions, encourage the mentees to only write a question
and not a statement. By this time, we hope they feel comfortable asking questions.
Have one leader go through the questions before the end of the session. As a large
group, have one leader that is comfortable with the subject matter discuss the
questions/comments with the group. Any hurtful comments will not be read to the group.
Bring the question box to every session.

Session 2: Respect for self and others

Activities:

TALKING STICK
Select an object (something easy to transport that is medium sized, and colorful) –
introduce to the group as the “talking stick.”
Rule: Only the person with the stick gets to speak, so if you have it, speak freely, if not,
wait until the stick comes to you. Continue this game throughout your session, and be
sure to congratulate or reward the group when they follow this respect rule.

STEREOTYPES
Ask the participants if they know what a stereotype is. Write stereotypical
descriptions on small cards or on the blackboard/whiteboard.
Examples:
Goth, grunge, geek, girl with an eating disorder, a homosexual male, a homosexual
female, a rapper, a dancer, someone who is poor, someone who is rich, an athlete, a
cheerleader, a teacher, a bully, a parent.
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Ask the participants why these are considered stereotypes. Also ask why stereotypes
lead to unfair judgments and narrow views about people. Are they respectful? Why or
why not? Where do stereotypes come from? What is the harm in stereotyping someone
or prejudging them? Have any of the participants experienced stereotyping?

A-LOT OF HOT AIR!
Cover a large table, or floor space with newspapers to protect the base. Place a large
poster paper over top and surround with straws and different colored paints. Ask the
girls to take their straws and choose different colored paints and blow out their “hot air”
onto the paper! Have each girl contribute to different parts of the poster, and offer them
to move around the poster.
Debrief:
How did it feel to get out the hot air?
What did they create in their particular part of the poster? Why did they choose certain
colors? Did their section interfere with someone else’s? Why or why not?
What is the finished product? How does it relate to our perception, and how we affect
others in the big picture, positively and negatively?
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BODY IMAGE SCALE

Have the mentees select which cartoon that represents their body image best. Next, ask
them to pick which cartoon is the prettiest, ugliest, the one they would like to be best
friends with, and who they would not want as a friend. Discuss the answers as a group.
Are there any consistencies with how each mentee selected their body type, the
prettiest, and ugliest? What about who they want to befriend or not befriend? It is
important to introduce the concept of self-respect which ultimately means love for self.
What happens if a mentee selected a cartoon with a body type larger then hers to
represent her current body type? It is common for girls to devalue or be over-critical of
their weight and appearance. It is a critical to bring up we all need to love ourselves, to
nourish our bodies and follow a healthy lifestyle to show ourselves self-respect.
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Session 3: Body language and perception of self
Activities:

TWO FOR THE SHOW
In pairs, the participants follow the leader’s directions as fast as they can. The leader
will offer instructions of two body parts. The team mates need to touch using the two
body parts that the leader instructed. For example, if the leader says “nose to elbow,”
the one team member will touch her nose to her team mate’s elbow. The slowest team
to follow the leader’s instructions sits down. The fastest teams
remain in the game. Continue until one team remains.
Other leader directions:
Knee to knee, cheek to cheek, hip to foot, shin to shin, shoulder to elbow, chin to finger,
ear to elbow, toe to toe….

BODY LANGUAGE CHARADES
In small groups of no more than 5, ask one member of each team to volunteer as the
“actor.” The actors will all look at a key word provided by the mentor leading the game.
Each actor will try to get her team to guess the body language word without speaking or
making any sounds. The first team to guess the body language word correctly scores a
point. After each round, ask each team to have a new team member volunteer as actor.
Set a maximum score. The first team to reach the maximum score wins.
Words to consider: Aggressive, Peaceful, angry, joyful, disappointment, sad, frustrated,
happy, friendly, closed-off, shy, over-bearing, disengaged, bored, restless.
After playing BODY LANGUAGE CHARADES, form one large group Ask the
participants the following:


How did you know the body language word associated with your team mates
actions? Slumped in chair or sitting up straight? Arms folded, or arms open?



Do you ever get mixed messages from someone in your life? Is there a
disconnect between the verbal and non-verbal language?
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As a mentor it is important to demonstrate positive verbal and non-verbal
communication to the mentees. Think about this. You can do this by making eye
contact, arriving on time, acting like you know what you are doing, smiling and
being engaged. Can you think any more?



How comfortable are you confronting a situation where you see a display of
negative non-verbal communication? This could be while you are at school, on a
sports team, or with your friends.

WHAT AM I REALLY SAYING?

Present the scenarios below, or have your group come up with different scenarios using
the same ideas:
Explain to the group how excited you are about Heart-to-Heart, but don’t smil. Use a
monotone and try to bore the crowd. Make sure your body language shows your
emotion.

Tell the mentor in your group how lovely you think they are, expressing the qualities you
find wonderful. Use an angry and frustrated tone, and use body language that reflects
this feeling.

Think about the toughest day at school, and tell the group a story in a cheery, happy
voice, even laughing at the worst parts! Make sure your body language matches your
voice!
Think about your favorite movie. Tell the group all about it, exactly as you believe it to
be, and see if you can convince the others to see it with the way you talk, and in your
body movements.
After each scenario, have the rest of the group discuss what the presenter was really
saying, even though their words say something else. How did it make the listener feel
after each scenario? Did they want to hear more, were they excited about it, did they
feel happy, sad, bored or worried? Why would they feel this way? How did it feel to say
one thing, and act a different way?
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SCREAMERS
Everyone lines up against one wall in a large area. The leader of the game calls out “I
respect everyone who
________________________________”. Everyone that fits that profile runs towards
the leader/opposite side.
The leader then calls out again: “I respect everyone who….”
Examples: Goes to school, listens to adults, helped a friend, loves themselves…
Try to select a phrase that includes everyone.

Session 4: Communication and trust
Activities:
TELEPHONE GAME
Have all of the girls it in one large circle. Start the game by coming up with a long
detailed sentence. Write your sentence down on a piece of paper and repeat the
sentence to one girl in the circle. Ask her to whisper the same sentence into the ear of
the girl sitting beside her. The message will be transported around the circle, one girl at
a time. When the message gets to the last girl in the circle, ask her to repeat the
sentence she just heard.
Read the original sentence on the piece of paper. Are the two sentences
identical? Are they different? What does this game teach you about
gossip, trust, and communication?

WHALE AND THE PENGUIN
Everyone gets a chair and is asked to make a circle in the center of a large area. The
group members are asked to remember the two people they are sitting beside. The
leader of the game is the “whale” and she gives the following instructions:
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Ask the participants to move their chairs to any part of the room and stand on top of the
chair. Once the participants have completed this task, continue with the instructions.
Inform the participants that they are now “penguins” on an isolated iceberg! Their goal is
to get to their original formation without talking, without getting off their chair or touching
the ground. The participants are not allowed to swing or bounce on their chairs.
If a participant falls off a chair, touches the ground, or swings/bounces their chair, the
game is over.
Time the group. See if they can complete the task in 5 minutes.
The participants should discover that the only way to complete the task, is to use eachothers chairs and share the “icebergs” to form an assembly line to get to the proper
formation. If a penguin is relocated to another part of the room, the others should try to
“save” them.
After 5 minutes is up, debrief. Did the team successfully complete the challenge? Why
or why not? What made this game challenging? What would have made things easier?
Repeat the game again, allow talking, and cut the time in half! See if the group can
complete the task in 2.5 minutes!
Debrief as a group. Why were they successful and how could they do it in half of the
time? What does this game teach you about team work, communication, and trust?

ELECTRICITY
Break the group into two teams with equal numbers. If you have an odd number, invite
one person to be the referee. Ask the two teams to sit in two parallel lines, crosslegged, facing the opposing team. The participants on the same team join hands.
Place a squeeze toy or bell at least 5 meters from the two teams. If you have an extra
participant, ask them to stand at least 5 meters away.
The leader then explains the following rules: each team will need to
close their eyes and hold hands. The only team member that keeps her eyes open is
the team member closest to the leader. The leader will flip a coin. If the coin lands on
“heads,” the team members sitting closest to the leader (only one team member per
team) will squeeze her team mate’s hand. If the coin lands on “tails,” neither team
member should squeeze. When a team member’s hand is squeezed, she passes on the
signal by squeezing the next team mate’s hand. When the last member of each team
gets her hand squeezed, she stands up and runs to a spot at least 5 meters from her
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team and squeezes the toy, rings the bell, or high-fives the extra participant. The first
team to have her team mate squeeze the toy, ring the bell or high five the extra group
member wins a point for her team. If a team “false squeezes” or accidentally squeezes
her team mate’s hand even though the “tail” side of the coin is not flipped up, the signal
of squeezes is still passed on through the team mates and the team loses one point.
We recommend that you have the teams rotate as you award the point so there is a
new team member watching the coin flip and a new member running for the object
every time a team wins a round. One of the best locations to play this game is outside,
in a large empty space, or in a vacant hallway.
If you are playing outside, consider standing instead of requesting that the teams play
sitting down.
Discussion points:
Tie in how a “false squeeze” cannot be taken back. Once she squeezes her team
mate’s hand, the message has passed on to the next person, and this message can
never be taken back. Compare this analogy of a “false squeeze” to a hurtful comment,
or telling a lie. These actions cannot be taken back.
You can also tie this game into team building. It takes the trust and assistance of all
team mates to win the game.

BLIND FOLD ADVENTURE
Introduce the instructions after discussing trust and what builds trust. Partner up the
groups (try to select two girls that aren’t close friends yet). Once everyone has a
partner, give one of each group of two a blindfold and ask them to put it on. Explain the
rules:
The goal is to guide the blindfolded friend through a hallway or open area that has
obstacles to maneuver. If you are limited with supplies, ask the girls to take off their
shoes and place their shoes throughout the game area. Ensure that this
activity is safe so no participant risks injury, falling, or bumping into large
obstacles.
The partner, who is leading their blindfolded friend, can only speak to her partner and is
not allowed to touch her partner unless there is an emergency. Using the sound of her
partner’s voice, the blindfolded individual must get from one side of the game area to
the other without touching an of the obstacles or objects. Switch partners and repeat.
Discuss this activity in your small groups once you reach back to the classroom.
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Were you successful? No injuries, bumps or bruises?
What was it like to be the leader? What was it like to be blindfolded?
Did you trust the person guiding you? Why or why not?
Did your level of trust change while you were being guided? Why or why not?
What sorts of things do your parents, friends and teachers trust you with?
How can you become a person people trust more?

SISTERS TRUST
Pair up each participant. Blindfold one in each pair. Have the blindfolded girls line up
side by side, with about 1 meter on each side. Have their partners stand 1 meter behind
them.
When the blindfolded participant is ready, she will fall back, and their partner will be
there to catch her. Switch roles. Change partners and repeat, once with seeing who will
catch before putting the blind fold on, and once without seeing who will catch (put on
blindfold before changing partners).
Discuss in a group:
Was it difficult to fall back, not knowing if someone is there to catch you?
Was it difficult to be the one to catch your partner?
Was it easier to trust the person if you saw who was supposed to catch you before you
were blind folded? Why or why not?

HUMAN KNOT GAME
All of the group members form a large circle grouping in the center of the room. The
girls put their hands inside the circle, close their eyes, and grab two hands. The goal of
the game is to untangle the knot!
Tips: Move slowly, allow talking

JOURNAL OF SELF REFLECTION
Provide a plain notebook to each participant. Have each participant decorate their
notebook/ journal. Discuss the importance of self-reflection and the practice of
journaling. As a ritual, invite the participants to spend 5 minutes each session recording
their thoughts, feelings and opinions. This practice will offer the mentees a private way
to write how they think or feel about anything they choose to write about without the fear
of being excluded, bullied, or rejected. She can choose to keep her entries private or
share with the group.
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Some mentoring groups have decided to ask the mentors not to put their name on the
journal, and let the mentees know that the journals will be read and a response will be
written by a mentor after each session. Other groups have decided to leave the journals
unread and the mentee chooses whether or not their entry is to be shared. The choice
is yours, but be sure to inform the mentees whether the journals will be read by a third
party.
If an entry describes a situation and/or a potential danger to the mentee or to others, the
information must be reported an adult. You are trained as a mentor but not trained in
incidences of abuse. If a mentee writes that she is being abused or harming herself or
others, you must tell an adult, preferably the adult/teacher that is in charge of the
mentoring program. It is important that you tell the mentee that you cannot keep this a
secret, and that you applaud her courage to writing her feelings and experiences.
If the mentors are choosing to respond to the journal entries, these mentors should do
their best to respond positively, in a non-judgmental fashion, and refrain from asking
questions. We also encourage that the mentor who responds includes her name, just in
case the mentee wants to discuss this further in person, or through the journal.
Collect the journals and keep them safe and secure until the next session. At the end of
the program, give the journals to the participants to keep. Encourage them to maintain
this journaling practice.

Session 5: Media messages
Activities
SELF-IMAGE PORTRAIT
Using magazines have each girl create her “Self portrait” collage, filling it with eyes,
hair, nose and a mouth that she likes, along with words, pictures and messages that
represents her. Share with the group.
Discuss after the activity is completed in one large group:
What does the face you made look like? Why did you pick each feature? Does this face
look attractive or silly?
Was it easy or difficult to find materials in the magazine to reflect your self-image?
What is missing from these magazines that do not reflect your self-image?
What does you collage say about you? Would someone know exactly who you are by
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seeing these materials?
Why or why not?

DOVE’S “EVOLUTION” VIDEO
Available on youtube.com
What message do the mentees get from this video? Did they know that almost all of the
images that are presented in media are “constructed” in this way? Is this type of beauty
achievable in the real world? Why or why not?

Session 6: Peer pressure
Activities:
POPCORN GAME
Have your small group gather around a bowl of popcorn. Some/or all participants
participant are given a role card that only they see. They are to make up whatever
response they can think of that follows that role on their card. There are no right and
wrong answers!

Role #1: Do not eat ANY popcorn. This role is for one person only. Do not let anyone convince
you to
eat popcorn and your aim is to finish the game without eating any! Don’t give in.

Role #2: Do not eat any popcorn… AT FIRST. This role is for two people. Let the others know
that you may try some, but don’t take any right away. Finally, after a few minutes, give in and
have some. Now, try to convince anyone not eating popcorn, to have some… Don’t give up,
your aim is to have EVERYONE eating popcorn before the game ends.

Role #3: Take some popcorn now and then… This role is for two to three people. Try to
convince anyone not eating popcorn, to have some… Don’t give up; your aim is to have
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EVERYONE eating popcorn before the game ends.

Discuss after the game is finished:
How difficult was it to maintain your role?
Did the participants give in easily, after your efforts to convince them?
How strong do you think peer pressure is?
How did you feel if you gave in and had popcorn?
How did you feel when you convinced someone to give in and have popcorn?
Relate this game to how peer pressure may look like in real life!

JELLY BEAN GUESSING GAME
Have the mentors gather their groups around one large jar containing jellybeans. Ask
for volunteers to guess how many they think are inside, and ask how they came to that
conclusion. Have someone write the number down. One of the mentors then offers an
outlandishly high number and tries to persuade the mentees to change their guesses.
After some discussion the same mentor changes her number to an extremely low
number, and again, tries to persuade the mentees to believe her new number.
Look at group dynamics:
Did any of the girls change their mind? Did any of them give into peer pressure on one
or both occasions?
Discuss how this activity reflects peer pressure and stress the importance of the
mentees to know their own mind when making a decision, regardless of who is trying to
influence them. It is best for the girls to listen to and trust their own inner voice.

Session 7: Healthy relationships
Activities:
PICTURE PERFECT
Ask the girls to draw a picture showing a "perfect" relationship with a parent, a boy, a
girl, or a friend.
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Invite each participant to share their picture with the rest of the group and explain why
she included the things she did.

FUTURE WISH
Ask the participants to write a wish list of every healthy relationship they hope for in the
future. She should include what this relationship would look like, what types of activities
would she would be happy and comfortable to participate in, and what types of topics
she would feel safe to discuss.

ANNONYMOUS ANNIE
Invite each participant to write 3 questions on 3 different pieces of paper. She can ask
anything about relationships. Only the leader will read the questions and answer the
questions in the small group. The mentor should feel free to edit questions that are not
suitable for group discussion and ensure that it is a safe group environment fostering
respect and inclusion.
You can also approach this game at a different angle. Prepare your own scenarios as
they could appear in a newspaper advice column. Ask the mentees in your group to
help provide a solution to the imaginary column.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Ask the small group of mentors how they would approach the following scenarios:
Your friend tells you that she does not like boys. She thinks she may be attracted to
girls. She is afraid to tell anyone other than you and begs you not to tell anyone. She
thinks that something is wrong with her.
A friend on your soccer team tells you that her dad hits her.
You like a boy in your class. Your friends tell you that he likes you to.
You and a friend both like the same boy. There is a school dance coming up and you
hope that he asks you. You are worried about how your friend will react if he asks you
instead of her.
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You are the only girl you know to have a period. Your friends do not know what it is like
and they are interested in finding out. You do not feel that you know enough about this
topic to discuss with them.
Your mom wants to take you shopping for a training bra. You are not sure what to do.

CREATIVE CARDS
Ask the participants to choose one person that is not a member of Heart-to-Heart that
they can make a card for. Invite them to decorate the card and share why they value
sharing a positive, genuine and healthy relationship with that specific individual.

SETTING PERSONAL BOUNDARIES
Ask each participant what a personal boundary is. Have they heard of the arm-length
rule? The arm-length rule describes each individual’s “personal bubble,” a safe personal
boundary that a person should not encroach unless she receives permission.
Have the participants make a list of actions someone should ask permission before
acting on. These can include actions such as: massages, hugs, kiss on the cheek or
lips, hand holding, etc
Ask the participants to explain why it is important to ask permission. How does
someone ask permission? The participants can practice asking permission by roleplaying with a partner and asking “May I give you a hug?” or “I would like to give you a
hug. Are you comfortable with me giving you a hug?” It is important to tie in the previous
session discussion on body language. If the person she is asking to give a hug to looks
uncomfortable or concerned, the participant should respect her friend’s body language
and refrain from invading the personal space/boundary.
What should the participant do in situation if she is uncomfortable because someone is
invading her personal space/boundary? Give the participants this example: A boy in
your class puts his hands on your shoulders. You are not comfortable with him touching
you this way.
Remind the mentees that her inner voice and comfort ability is of the utmost importance.
If something does not feel “right,” or makes the mentee uncomfortable, she should
either remove herself from the situation or find someone to help her get out of the
situation. Encourage the mentee to trust her initial feeling. One way to respond to the
“The hand on your shoulder” example is to excuse yourself. Make an excuse like you
have to visit the bathroom or that your mom told you that you are not allowed to let boys
touch your shoulders. Take it one step further. Tell that boy to stop because he is
invading your personal bubble and walk away.
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GENDER INFORMATION
You may want to consider that a mentee may express that she does not find boys
attractive. She may be concerned that something is wrong with her. Be sure to be ready
for this situation, just in case it does arise in your mentoring group.
Conversation starters:
Why is it important to respect other people that may have different feelings than others?
Sometimes girls are not attracted to boys, and sometimes boys are not attracted to girls.
This does not make them “bad” or “weird.” It is important to remember that we are all
different, and we should accept one another for who we are.
Examples are:
Kids Help Phone: 1-800-668-6868
Youth Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian, Transgender line: 1-800-268-9688

Session 8: Responsible decisions regarding tobacco & other drugs
Activities:
GIANT CIGARETTE
Find a large cylinder, like a poster protector that is cylindrical, and paint it like a
cigarette. Use the list below and collect these ingredients or find something that
resembles the ingredient listed. Be sure to add a label describing the ingredient, and
possibly what it is used for (other than in a cigarette)
-

Acetone – used in nail polish remover: A mini bottle of nail polish remover
Carbon monoxide – car exhaust: A toy car
Arsenic – rat poison: White Flour in a jar:
Tar – used to seal roofs: Molasses in a jar or karo syrup with food colouring
Formaldehyde – used to preserve dead specimens: Toy frog
Naphthalene – found in moth balls: Moth balls in a jar
Methanol - used for rocket fuel: Toy Rocket
Ammonia – used for household cleaner: Cleaning product
Butane – lighter fuel: A lighter
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NO SMOKING MY WAY
Have each small group of participants come up with a poster that would promote “No
smoking” in their community.
OR
Have each individual create a poster of all the things they can do, afford to buy and be a
part of if they chose not to smoke
Discuss the posters at the end of the scheduled time, having each group or individual
share what their poster says about “no smoking.”

STRAW JOG
Have the mentees run a lap. When they are finished lap 1, give them a straw and ask
them to run lap 2 while breathing through a straw. For lap 3, ask the mentees to walk,
while plugging their nose and breathing through the straw. Why was breathing through a
straw difficult? How does this activity relate to smoking?
***If a mentee has asthma or another respiratory issue, please ask these
mentees to run the laps without a straw as this could cause them
harm***

SAYING “NO” TO TOBACCO AND OTHER DRUG ROLE-PLAYING SCENARIOS
My best-friend started smoking. Should I still be her friend? Should I start smoking as
well?
My sister smokes cigarettes. Should I talk to her about the dangers of smoking
cigarettes? Should I start smoking as well?
I want to go to the movies with my friends but I heard that they put alcohol in their juice
containers. Should I go to the movie? What if we get caught?

An older student offered me and my friend drugs after school. We are not sure what to
do or who to tell.
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Session 9: Bullying
Activities:
FRIEND VERSUS FOE
Design a poster of a fake social network account. It can include a profile picture (but not
of an individual specifically), status updates, “likes” and comments that are inclusive on
the “Friend”, and exclusive on the “Foe.”
Ask the mentees if any of them have accounts to these various websites.
What are some of the dangers with these public websites?
What happens if they are getting bullied online?
What are some strategies to deal with cyber bullying?

BULLYING SCENARIOS AND ROLE-PLAYING
One of the girls in your community is not popular and always being picked-on. You want
to help her, but are worried about being picked-on to.
You sent a picture of yourself to a boy you like. He sent that picture to all of his friends,
and now everyone in your school is talking about it.
The math teacher makes fun of the students who do not know how to answer the math
questions he asks in class.
Your older sister’s friend makes fun of you for writing poetry/tap dancing/playing a
musical instrument. You enjoy this activity but feel more self conscious.
You logged-in to your social media account. You saw that one of your good friends
posted something that excluded you from the rest of your group of friends.
Because your parents do not let you go out on school nights, you are home alone doing
homework. The rest of your friends went bowling. All of a sudden you start receiving text
messages from your friends and they are leaving you hurtful messages. You are
concerned about going to school tomorrow.
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FREEZE TAG
Once tagged, the person who was tagged needs to stay in the same spot, until
someone on their team frees them by hugging them. Twist: Mentors give negative
influences, not helping un-tag team mates, trying to convince others to also display
negative influences on each other. Discuss afterwards:
How did the negative influences affect the group?
How did it make you feel if you were tagged and no one helped un-tag you?
Did you try to stop the negative influence? Why or why not? How?

ANTI-BULLYING STRATEGIES
Walk away. If you are not there to receive the criticism, the bully cannot harass you.
Adopt the buddy system. As a bystander, if you witness an individual being bullied, get
as many friends together to approach the bully and victim and ask the victim to join your
group. Always be sure to protect yourself. Tell the bully that it his/her actions are not
respectful and walk away with your group of friends. If you help someone who is being
bullied, he/she is more inclined to help you if you are being bullied in the future.
Tell an adult, a mentor, or a peer when you are not being treated respectfully.
Never get rid of messages, emails, texts, or posts that are disrespectful. You should
keep a record of all messages and give them to an adult you trust.

Session 10: Celebration/Wrap-up Party
Activities:
POWER OF FLOWERS
Hand out multicolored Petals (each mentee and mentor needs 1 for each member of
Heart-to-Heart)
Write the names of each mentee and mentor on the flower centers and place on a large
round table. Have each mentee and mentor write why they are thankful that this person
was in the group and what they like about this person. Encourage the mentees to write
comments as “I statements” that are character-based as opposed to appearance based.
This means avoiding statements like “I think you are pretty and nice” and promoting
statements like “I value your courage to offer your opinion and your thoughtful ideas.”
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After each petal is written, the group members will place the petal above each center.
After all petals are completed, the group member glues their petals on their center.
Laminate, and return to each Heart-to-Heart member. Cut outs below for photocopying
are below.
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ANONYMOUS ANSWERS
Ask each participant to answer the following questions anonymously on mini cards like
the one pictured below.

Icebreakers and team building activities
THE JELLY BEAN GAME
Take a large jar or bag of jellybeans, and offer to each participant. The only two rules
are for each mentee to take as many as they would like to and to not eat them yet. The
participants will have an opportunity to eat them later.
Once everyone in the group has their jellybeans, introduce the game:
For each jellybean taken, the participant must share something about
themselves with the group. If the participant runs out of ideas, have the
members take turns asking them questions until they get through their
jellybeans.
The leader will model the activity by starting with their jellybeans first. Give information
on what sports you like, what your favorite songs, colors or TV shows you like, anything
that will make all participants comfortable.
Modifications: No Jellybeans? Use pieces of paper or paperclips instead.
Not enough time? Have everyone choose between 3 and 5 pieces.
2 TRUTHS & 1 FIB
Each group member needs to come up with 2 things about themselves that are TRUE,
and one that is a fib. The more realistic, the better! The leader will model the activity by
giving all three statements, and the rest of the group tries to guess which two
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statements are true, and which one is a fib. The group member who guesses correctly,
goes next. Continue the game until each person’s statements have been guessed.

BAG-OF-ME
Each leader brings 3 items that describe her or are important to her. This might be a
picture, a poem, or a memento. With everyone in one large group, have one or two
leaders share what is in their bag of me.

SCREAMERS
Everyone lines up against one wall in a large area. The leader of the game calls out “I
respect everyone who____________________________”. Everyone that fits that profile
runs towards the leader/opposite side.
The leader then calls out again: “I respect everyone who….”
Examples: Goes to school, listens to adults, helps out a friend, loves themselves…
Try to select phrases that include everyone.
TWO FOR THE SHOW
In pairs, the participants follow the leader’s directions as fast as they can. The leader
will offer instructions of two body parts. The team mates need to touch using the two
body parts that the leader instructed. For example, if the leader says
“nose to elbow,” the one team member will touch her nose to her team
mate’s elbow. The slowest team to follow the leader’s instructions sits
down. The fastest teams remain in the game. Continue until one team
remains.

ELECTRICITY
Break the group into two teams with equal numbers. If you have an odd number, invite
one person to be the referee. Ask the two teams to sit in two parallel lines, crosslegged, facing the opposing team. The participants on the same team join hands.
Place a squeeze toy or bell at least 5 meters from the two teams. If
you have an extra participant, ask them to stand at least 5 meters
away.
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The leader then explains the following rules: each team will need to close their eyes and
hold hands. The only team member that keeps her eyes open is the team member
closest to the leader. The leader will flip a coin. If the coin lands on “heads,” the team
members sitting closest to the leader (only one team member per team) will squeeze
her team mate’s hand. If the coin lands on “tails,” neither team member should squeeze.
When a team member’s hand is squeezed, she passes on the signal by squeezing the
next team mate’s hand. When the last member of each team gets her hand squeezed,
she stands up and runs to a spot at least 5 meters from her team and squeezes the toy,
rings the bell, or high-fives the extra participant. The first team to have her team mate
squeeze the toy, ring the bell or high five the extra group member wins a point for her
team. If a team “false squeezes” or accidentally squeezes her team mate’s hand even
though the “tail” side of the coin is not flipped up, the signal of squeezes is still passed
on through the team mates and the team loses one point.
We recommend that you have the teams rotate as you award the point so there is a
new team member watching the coin flip and a new member running for the object
every time a team wins a round. One of the best locations to play this game is outside,
in a large empty space, or in a vacant hallway.
If you are playing outside, consider standing instead of requesting that the teams play
sitting down.
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There are many excellent books and journal articles with ideas about how to mentor
youth. If you know of others that we might include in this list of references please
contact jenny@heart-to-heart-mentoring.com. We will incorporate them into the next
edition.
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